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Definition of productionDefinition of production

Production is a process by which resources  
(aka, inputs or factor of production) are 
transformed into products or services that aretransformed into products or services that are 
useable by consumers.
The ultimate goal of a production process isThe ultimate goal of a production process is 
satisfy human desire (directly or indirectly, 
present or future). p )



Producer dilemmaProducer dilemma

A producer face the following decision 
problems:

What to produce (managerial problem)
How much to produce (economic problem)

( )How to produce (technical problem)



Production a complex processProduction a complex process

In general production include many stages, withIn general production include many stages, with 
the output from one process being used as an 
input in the following stage until it reaches the 
form desired for final consumption

Wheat Farmer

Flour Miller

Bread Baker

Bread at the 
grocery store

Retail grocer



Why production is an economic issueWhy production is an economic issue

Production is an economic issue because 
there are a limited resources available and 
unlimited human wants this situation isunlimited human wants, this situation is 
referred to as scarcity. 
Thus it is because of scarcity that it is veryThus it is because of scarcity that it is very 
important that we carefully allocate the limited 
or scarce resources available to us.or scarce resources available to us. 



Resources (Inputs)Resources (Inputs)

In economics we define a resource or inputIn economics we define a resource or input
as a factor that can be used to produce a 
product or service that can satisfy a human 
want or desire.
Resources can be classified into 4 groups:

Land
Labor
Capital
Management



Land and laborLand and labor

Land or natural resource: naturally-occurring goods y g g
such as soil and minerals that are used in the 
creation of products. 

The payment for land is rentThe payment for land is rent. 

Labor: human effort used in production which alsoLabor: human effort used in production which also 
includes technical and marketing expertise. 

The payment for labor (workforce) is a wage or a 
l W b ith i i l l i lsalary. Wage can be either in nominal value or in real 

value.



Management and capitalManagement and capital

Management: responsibility of decision making. a age e t p y g
Management comprises planning, organizing, leading 
or directing, and controlling an organization for the 
purpose of accomplishing a goalpurpose of accomplishing a goal

The payment for management may take the form of profit.

Capital: human-made goods (or means of production) 
which are used in the production of other goods. 
Th i l d hi l d b ildiThese include machinery, tools and buildings. 

The payment for capital may take the form of interest or 
dividends. 



Production Function

Production Function is an equation that expresses the 
l ti hi b t th titi f i t d d th

Production Function

relationship between the quantities of input used and the 
amount of product obtained. 
It states the amount of product that can be obtained from 

bi ti f f t i th t th tevery combination of factors, assuming that the most 
efficient available methods of production are used  

Y = f (X1, X2, X3,…, Xn)

Output InputsOutput                      Inputs
“Is a function of”

The resulting relationship between Inputs and output isThe resulting relationship between Inputs and output is 
called Total Physical Product (TPP)



Returns to scaleReturns to scale

Returns to scale refers to a technical propertyReturns to scale refers to a technical property 
of production that examines changes in output 
subsequent to a proportional change in all 
inputs (where all inputs increase by a 
constant). 

Constant returns to scale (CRTS), 
Decreasing returns to scale (DRS). 



Constant returns to scaleConstant returns to scale

If an increase in all inputs by a constant ratioIf an increase in all inputs by a constant ratio 
result in an increase in output by that same 
proportional change then there are constant 
returns to scale.

Y
X= combination of inputsX= combination of inputs. 

1 unit of X include: 100 
acres of land, 1 year of 
work $5000 of capitalwork, $5000 of capital

X  => 100 Y

2X => 200Y

3X => 300Y



A more realistic situationA more realistic situation

Some inputs can not be change in a shortSome inputs can not be change in a short 
period of time:

Variable inputs: are factors of production that p p
can be freely varied in a time period (e.g., 
labor, textile, fertilizers, etc.) . 
Fixed Inputs: are factors of production whose 
levels are held fixed in a time period and 
hence whose services do not vary with thehence whose services do not vary with the 
amount of output produced (e.g., land, 
machinery, buildings, etc.). 



Decreasing returns to scale

When a fixed input is combined in production with a

Decreasing returns to scale

When a fixed input is combined in production with a 
variable input, using a given technology, increases 
in the quantity of the variable input will eventually 
depress the productivity of the variable input. 

Y

Variable input = fertilizer

Y

Variable input  fertilizer

Fixed input = land



Decreasing returns to scaleDecreasing returns to scale

Y = f(labor | capital, land, f( | p , ,
and management)

assume all other inputs
fixed at their currentfixed at their current
levels…



Physical RelationshipsPhysical Relationships

M i lMarginal
Physical =   Δ Output
Product Δ Input

Average
Physical =   Output
Product Input
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EXAMPLE 1



Production relationshipp



Change in output asChange in output as
you increase inputs



Total Physical Product (TPP) CurveTotal Physical Product (TPP) Curve

Marginal physical
Δoutput

Marginal physical 
product is .45 as labor is 
increased from 16 to 20 

Δinp tΔinput



Output per unitOutput per unit
input use



Total Physical Product (TPP) CurveTotal Physical Product (TPP) Curve

output Average physical output g p y
product is .31 if 
labor use is 26

i tinput



Pl tti th MPPPl tti th MPPPlotting the MPP curvePlotting the MPP curve

Change in outputg
associated with a
change in inputs



Pl tti th APP CPl tti th APP CPlotting the APP CurvePlotting the APP Curve
Level of output
di id d b th l ldivided by the level
of input use



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

Average physicalAverage physical
product (yield) is

increasing in Stage I



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

Marginal physical
product falls below theproduct falls below the

average physical
product in Stage II



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

MPP goes negative



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

Why are Stage I and
Stage III irrational?



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

Productivity rising 
so why stop???

Output 
falling



Th St f P d tiTh St f P d tiThree Stages of ProductionThree Stages of Production

Page 114The question therefore is 
where should I operate in Stage II?



Value relationshipValue relationship

Up to this point we have only consider theUp to this point we have only consider the 
physical aspect of production
But in economics we need to evaluate the 
economic feasibility of production
Base on the technical and economic info we 
need to be able to answer questions like:

What does it cost?
Is it worth it?
Is there a more profitable way to produce this?



DefinitionsDefinitions
Total Value Product (TVP): is the dollar value of ( )
output produced by the different amount of input used. 

TVP = TPP*PY

Average Value Product (AVP): is the average value 
f t t it f th i bl i t (X )of output per unit of the variable input (X1) 

AVP = TVP/X1

Marginal Value Product (MVP): show how much 
additional value of output is produced by each 
additional amount of input used. 

MVP=ΔTVP/ΔX1



Definitions

Marginal Factor Cost (MFC): is the amount

Definitions

Marginal Factor Cost (MFC): is the amount 
that is added to total cost when one more unit 
of variable input X1 is used

MFC = PX1

Optimum level of production is reach where p p
one more unit of variable input adds to 
revenue just what it adds to cost

Optimum => MVP=MFC



EXAMPLE 2







Lets assumeLets assume…..

Market price for resource X1 is $5.00 per unit
PX1 = $5.00

Market price for output Y is $1.00 per unit
PY = $1.00











Firm demand for resourcesFirm demand for resources

B definition e kno that the optim m seBy definition we know that the optimum use 
of a variable input is found when: 

MFC (P ) = MVPMFC (PX1) = MVP
Based on this concept we can find the 
optimum level of use for a resourceoptimum level of use for a resource 
(demand for that resource) at different level 
of prices p




